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OUR BIG DREAM FOR RIVERSANDS

Be a leading entrepreneurial
ecosystem, the go-to platform
for small businesses to
accelerate their growth and
build strong, sustainable
businesses.
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• The development of Riversands Incubation Hub and
the broader commercial precinct has resulted in 2 419
short term and 929 permanent jobs.
The year 2019 has been a tough one. We’ve seen the
effects of the harsh economic climate on our SMEs – both
in cash flow woes and customer deals taking longer to
come to fruition. Despite these conditions, we are also
privileged to see a number of outliers who buck the trend
- entrepreneurs who are experiencing strong growth
and make the most of the opportunities that tough times
reveal. When larger players are hesitant, small businesses
can take that gap.
In this stakeholder report we draw out stories from across
our SME cohort: five new entrants, five SMEs that have
been with us for more than two years and five that have
graduated. With global failure rates for new business so
high, each entrepreneur’s success is one of overcoming the
odds. With this in mind, we celebrate these entrepreneurial
stories as well as the many others in our ecosystem.
Of course, success can be short-lived, which is why
organisations such as Riversands Incubation Hub exist. As
a team, we are constantly challenging ourselves to help
entrepreneurs build strong, sustainable businesses, ones
that endure despite the economic conditions. This has
been a year of considerable ‘behind the scenes work’.

Jenny Retief
CEO
True sustainability of any
organisation requires
keeping succession top of
mind.

Dear Partners and Friends
We are pleased to share our annual stakeholder report.
As we marked our fourth birthday this past September,
here are some notable achievements:
• For 2019 the occupancy rate was 93% for our business
units and mini-factories.
• From September 2018 to August 2019, we recorded a
cumulative turnover of over R412- million on campus
with an excess of R155-million paid in salaries and
wages by the small businesses we support.

Firstly, we have devoted most of 2019 to improving our
SME development outcomes with a technology solution at
the heart of this. Named Lynx after the tenacious African
caracal, this tool has improved our interactions with
entrepreneurs on campus, and in time, will allow us to
reach entrepreneurs beyond our borders. Not only does
Lynx do much of the administrative heavy lifting, but it
enables us to monitor what SMEs are requesting, measure
the services we provide and how the SMEs we support are
doing. That data enables us to identify those interventions
that best boost business results. Ultimately, this will allow
us to magnify our impact where it matters most: more
small businesses growing strongly, leading to more jobs
created.
Secondly, it’s been great to see the hard hats in action with
the construction and near completion of the Riversands
Outlet Park and The Parks residential estate. We’ve
focused on supporting SMEs to win business opportunities
from the build-out in our neighbourhood. We’ve walked
the path with a number of SMEs and our partner Century
Property Developments. Three examples are Lucert
Technologies installing the fibre at The Parks, a number
of civil engineering projects for Earthstone Engineering
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as well as an ongoing cleaning contract for Bahokeng
Holdings at The Parks.
True sustainability of any organisation requires keeping
succession top of mind. On a personal note, I have been
involved in the Hub since the days when our campus was
just a dusty field. Mark Corbett, CEO of Century Property
Developments, approached me in 2013 to be involved
during the planning stages. The vision was a high-quality
business park for entrepreneurs integrated into a broader
commercial development. I have devoted my time to
ensuring that this vision came to life, and have enjoyed
it immensely. Today, I am confident in the progress made
and the culture we have embedded. It is time to hand over
the baton to my talented colleague Tafadzwa Madavo,
currently our Chief Operating Officer.
Tafadzwa, who takes on the new CEO role in February
2020, has years of experience with various organisations
working with entrepreneurs. He joined our SME
Development team during our first year of operation and
has played an important role in our journey. We identified
him as a potential successor in 2017 and appointed him
COO. He has exceeded our expectations as COO and I am
confident he will bring his own stamp to this leadership
role, while also staying true to our mandate.

Ultimately, this will allow us
to magnify our impact where
it matters most: more small
businesses growing strongly,
leading to more jobs created.
This is not a farewell letter! I remain committed to the
success of the Hub, and will continue contributing in
various forms. I’d like say a big thank you to our wonderful
partners, mentors, colleagues and entrepreneurs who’ve
made coming to work such a pleasure.

Jenny Retief
CEO
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Tafadzwa Madavo
COO
Dear Partners and Friends
It’s an honour for me to write my first letter in our Annual
Stakeholder Report as incoming CEO. It is a wonderful
privilege to take on the role of CEO and continue the
journey that Jenny began.
I joined Riversands Incubation Hub in January 2016 and
have relished being part of a purpose-driven organisation
that learns and evolves based on feedback from our
‘customers’ - the entrepreneurs we serve. We’re a young,
dynamic team working in the fast-changing SME sector –
what’s not to love?
In our first few years of operating, we asked the hard
questions about who we are, who we serve and what we
offer. These are important foundations and necessary for
our next level of growth. My work in the coming year will
be to strengthen our position in the following priority areas:
Sustainability
Every social enterprise needs to maintain and improve
its sustainability, and the Hub is no exception. While our
overheads are covered by our subsidised rentals, any
services offered to SMEs rely on corporate sponsorship.
We are actively looking for new corporate partners to
sponsor SMEs. This investment qualifies in terms of BEE
scorecard requirements, while giving small businesses
a fighting chance of making it through those crucial first
years. We are also aware of the impending regulation of
incubation in South Africa, and we must ask ourselves
how this impacts us as an organisation. While often
difficult to absorb, tighter regulations can mean the
professionalisation of our industry. This is something that
we welcome.
Relevance
Small businesses continue to be as economically fragile
as they were over two decades ago, with some 70% of
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PARTNERSHIPS STRENGTHEN
the work being done
I have relished being part of a
purpose-driven organisation
that learns and evolves based on
feedback from our ‘customers’ the entrepreneurs we serve.

Sincere thanks and acknowledgement go to the Riversands Incubation Hub corporate partners whose contributions have
enabled the team to deliver increasingly sophisticated and relevant services to the over 160 businesses on the campus.

our emerging small businesses failing within their first
two years of operation. National Development Plan’s
goal of small business creating 90% of jobs by 2030 will
be stillborn unless this vital segment of our economy is
properly understood. Our goal is to work with SMEs to
improve their chance of survival, so that they can ultimately
thrive and create new jobs. This means we will evolve the
services we offer, expand the types of sectors we work
with and work with other SME support organisations to fill
in gaps and seek out those services that have the biggest
impact in unlocking small business growth. This is a huge
undertaking.
Collaboration
We were intended to be a platform – curating opportunities
and providing connections to the broader economy. We seek
to collaborate rather than attempt to provide a full solution
to entrepreneur support. Other partners - government
agencies, corporates, academics and individuals - can
leverage our platform to support small businesses. Often
the funding already exists to deliver solutions. There are
creative win-wins to be found from existing resources. We
are looking to widen the pool of partner organisations we
work with as well as attract those individuals inspired to
make a difference by volunteering these skills.
As we look forward to 2020, it is a pleasure to share with
you some of the ‘behind the scenes’ progress made as well
as entrepreneur stories. We exist to support and celebrate
entrepreneurs – and this report is a true example of this.

Tafadzwa Madavo
CEO Designate

FOUNDING PARTNERS

The campus

THE RIVERSANDS
incubation hub story

Everything starts with an idea and Mark Corbett, CEO
of Century Property Developments, was the brain
that hatched the idea to create Riversands Incubation
Hub.
When Century acquired the Riversands farm, the initial
concept was to create another upmarket residential
estate similar to Waterfall Estate. Looking at the site
logic, it became clear that whilst there were upmarket
developments such as Steyn City, Dainfern and
Helderfontein (another Century development) in the
area, there was very little commercial/light industrial
infrastructure offering job opportunities for Diepsloot
residents. The people living in Diepsloot who do have
jobs spend a disproportionate percentage of their
income on taxi fares to and from work.
Hence the idea for Riversands Commercial Park
was born. To kickstart the development, Century’s
CSI spend went towards the infrastructure and
establishment of Riversands Incubation Hub within
the context of a vibrant commercial/light industrial
precinct, Riversands Commercial Park. The primary
focus was to create jobs. Century approached The
Jobs Fund to contribute towards the infrastructure
costs and the result is a successful public/private
partnership.

The 40 000m² facility has 172 units offered for rental
to SMEs at highly subsidised rates. These premises
form one of the support services for the business
owners and have proved a game-changer for many
businesses.
In the admin block, The Canvas Riversands has
extensive event and training facilities for conferences,
markets, team-building events and product launches.
The hire of these spaces contributes to the Hub’s
sustainability. Events bring decision makers to the
Hub and improve SME visibility to the market; SME
suppliers are integrated into event supply chains
wherever practical.
Support services offered to SMEs
•

Leadership & Strategy: to clarify the vision and
direction;

•

Marketing & Sales: including increased market
visibility, public relations, professional corporate
identity, positioning, branding and other marketing
principles. A strong graphic design team designs
logos and promotional material;

•

During this, the fourth year of operations, an interactive tech SME management system called Lynx was customdeveloped which goes hand in hand with a team of service co-ordinators, each with a portfolio of SMEs.
This additional layer of team members coupled with smart technology has enabled seamless communication between
Riversands Incubation Hub and the full cohort of business owners to take service delivery to the next level.
The evolution of Riversands Incubation Hub since it first opened in September 2015 has seen the number of team
members rise to 45 while robust systems and processes have been put in place to strengthen service delivery to SMEs
in the quest to become the leading entrepreneurial ecosystem, the go-to platform for small businesses to accelerate
their growth and build strong, sustainable businesses.

40 000

24

BUSINESSES
ON-CAMPUS

INDUSTRY
SECTORS

SQUARE METRE
CAMPUS

929
PERMANENT
JOBS CREATED

48

MONTHS IN
OPERATION

Premises: which provide a formal address in a
secure upmarket office park at highly subisidised
rates with extremely flexible, entrepreneurfriendly terms.

2419
FIXED-TERM
JOBS CREATED

172

OFFICES AND
MINI-FACTORIES

+1650

Systems & Operations: covering financial,
training, HR and legal services;
ALMOST

•

+160

3000

PEOPLE TRAINED

+R373m
PAID BY SMES IN
REMUNERATION TO
STAFF

HOURS BUSINESS
COACHING DELIVERED

+250
EVENTS
HOSTED
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INTRODUCING LYNX:

The beginnings of scalable SME support
By Jenny Retief, CEO of Riversands Incubation Hub

Over the past year, we have seen a number of disruptive,
tech-enabled banking and insurance players emerge in
South Africa. Imagine if we could unleash the same brain
power and tech tools on our social challenges? I see
technology as one of the ingredients to address intractable
problems that traditional methods have not been able to
solve. Big problems require tech muscle to resolve at
scale.

THE BIG IDEA
Our organisation’s goal is to help as many entrepreneurs
as possible to survive and then thrive as small business
owners. Some of these small businesses will grow to
support a handful of employees. Others will go on to
build large businesses and unlock many jobs and real
generational wealth.
In reality, early stage entrepreneurship is extremely fragile
and it’s almost impossible to pick out which businesses
will succeed and which will fail. This means that we
want to open the playing field wide to accommodate new
players, especially those from historically disadvantaged
backgrounds.
Our ambition is to offer a high-quality, personalised level
of support – at scale. Like any other social enterprise
(or indeed any business) we have a finite budget and
need to maximise our resources. This is no small task to
accomplish!
Any project with social impact at its core needs to have
metrics and data to shape decision-making. Without this
information, how do you know if you’re making an impact?
What should you be doing more of, and sometimes more
importantly, what should you be doing less?
With a background in systems implementation and
software development, I always envisioned a technology
solution to support the Hub in delivery of support services.
Lynx is that solution. It amplifies our impact through
improved measuring, monitoring and management.
This project has been more than a year in the making with
massive contributions from our partner Ironwave, Hub
colleagues and constant feedback from entrepreneurs
using the system.

WHAT CAN LYNX DO?
Lynx is an online SME support platform that connects our
SME Development team to the entrepreneurs based on
campus and Hub alumni still receiving services.
Entrepreneurs can quickly and easily make requests for
support together with contextual information for evaluation
by our investment committee. We place no restrictions on
the type of support requests filed – we do not want to
impose our framework on what the business needs. With
structured analysis of the stated need we can ensure we
apply support resources to the right problem.
The symptom might be a cash flow crunch, but has all
completed work been invoiced? What do collections look
like? Is the delivery contract well-constructed – perhaps
it should require work-in-progress payments on longrunning projects? In other words, the cash flow problem
might be simply increased working capital needed for a
growing business, but often it is not. We need to help the
business owner solve the right problem.
Our purpose is more people working and earning – jobs.
But of course, that requires increasing numbers of small
business growing sustainably. We have three key metrics
we track every month to see how we are doing against
that purpose: monthly SME turnover; how much SMEs are

Big problems require tech
muscle to resolve at scale.
spending on salaries and wages; and job numbers. Lynx
has given us a seamless way to collect this data and to
reflect trends and changes. The system also enables us to
store and analyze the types of support we are providing, to
whom, and how the business is doing in terms of growth
and Rand value of jobs created as well as numbers of jobs
at an individual business level and across the collective.

For sponsors, Lynx allows us to give them a real-time view into the impact of their funds and how we are applying them.
Sponsors can log-in directly for a view of their portfolios, also seeing the needs and challenges. At their discretion, sponsors
are able to become more deeply involved with the entrepreneurs they’re supporting. This type of potential dialogue is hugely
valuable and the market intelligence gathered can also be beneficial to those organisations who provide products and services
to the SME sector.
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RESPONSIVE NOT PRESCRIPTIVE

small portfolios of SMEs. The concept is similar to that of
a relationship manager in a private bank, and each coordinator is expected to have a deep understanding of
each business and its particular challenges. These Service
Co-ordinators champion the needs of their SMEs and
motivate for investment of resources at our investment
committee meetings.

services

This human touch is balanced and supported by Lynx,
ensuring that strong relationships don’t equate to emotive
decision-making. It’s proving a powerful combination.
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A professional working environment at an affordable price, flexible lease terms,
entrepreneurial community and infrastructure.
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PREMISES
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We want this portal to be a hardworking resource for
our SMEs, SME development team, Hub management
and our sponsors. A technology platform is an essential
component to catalyse our vision of helping more
entrepreneurs.

Supporting the efficient
delivery of products &
services (IT, Finance, HR,
compliance)

O

The caracal has
powerful claws and
teeth:
Our platform allows us to
act quickly and cut to the
core of the issue.

Bringing products & services
to market (product
development, branding, sales
traning, marketing collateral,
corporate introductions, market
opportunity)

SYSTEMS &
OPERATIONS

N

The caracal has
distinctive tufted eyes:
We are confident that this
platform will distinguish
us in a crowded
marketplace.

MARKETING &
SALES

H

For example, some entrepreneurs may be based at
Riversands but also receive grant funding. It is enormously
helpful to grant making organisations and other supporters
to be able to see the information we have on that business.
This is just one example of how we can mould Lynx to
serve our needs, those of the support sector and of our
entrepreneurs.

L

C

We are constantly looking at evolving the platform,
developing and testing new functionality. As the time goes
by and the quantity of data we have grows, we will use
machine learning to find patterns and the greatest points
of leverage. We have begun talking to other SME support
organisations and small business investors.

The name Lynx refers to the caracal also known as the African Lynx as well as the
essential purpose of the portal: to link us to the entrepreneurs we serve. This sleek
wild cat is known for its elegance and efficiency. Here are some of the ways our
system is like the Lynx:
The caracal is known
as a quiet and secretive
hunter:
Our platform operates
seamlessly and efficiently
in the background.

E

LEADERSHIP & STRATEGY

T

WHAT’S IN THE PIPELINE?

ION

Setting the vision & direction
(team, funding, partnerships,
business model validation)

CT

People are complicated and the only way to understand them
and their challenges is through developing relationships. This
year, we appointed a team of Service Co-ordinators to manage

Our mission is to provide an enabling,
entrepreneurial environment with
access to support that talented,
committed entrepreneurs can use to
build better businesses

IRE

Technology should ultimately be the servant and not the
master – nothing replaces the human touch. Having a strong,
committed SME Development team means that we get to know
the entrepreneurs and their businesses on a very deep level.
Entrepreneur confidence is an intangible but critical factor. High
trust and understanding makes it easier for the entrepreneur to
provide a true reflection of the issues and challenges at play.
Through a detailed needs analysis and an empathetic approach,
our team is able to get to the root cause of an issue. For an
entrepreneur to feel that they have a powerful team on their side
is an enormous confidence boost.

The caracal has robust
legs:
We are building our
platform on a strong
technology foundation.

SUPPORT

ED

THE HUMAN TOUCH

15

TH

We work with over 160 entrepreneurs based on campus – many
different sectors and size of business are represented. We
believe that entrepreneurs need different information and advice
at certain points in their business. The right support at the right
time is critical for business success. We try to offer this support
and essential learning as and when it is needed. Our model is
not built around numbers of entrepreneurs undergoing training.
Allowing open ended requests ensures we are responding to the
SMEs’ perception of their needs.
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T E C H N O L O G Y

NAMES & FACES

Smart app for Riversands entrepreneurs
Thanks to a partnership agreement, this year saw the launch of a free visual
directory of all the on-campus entrepreneurs in an easy-to-use app Names &
Faces.
The community aspect of the campus has been considerably
strengthened by the offering, which displays a photo, contact
details and industry of each business owner. There is
also a WhatsApp link to each number for ease of
communication.
At Riversands Incubation Hub, Names
& Faces syncs with the Lynx platform,
providing a seamless tech experience
for entrepreneurs.

16
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DEDICATED SERVICE CO-ORDINATORS
take interaction with SMEs to new level
Communication and interaction between the
Riversands Incubation Hub team and business
owners increased exponentially at the beginning of
2019 with the introduction of Service Co-ordinators
who each have a portfolio of SMEs.
The powerful combination of empathetic engagement
by Service Co-ordinators together with the operating
and reporting efficiency of the Lynx SME management
platform have taken service delivery to a new level
of excellence. The increased engagement has had
a multiplier effect on both the quality and quantity
of service requests and has informed the creation of
new services to meet business owners’ needs.
The way Lynx is structured keeps the entrepreneurs
in the driving seat, echoing our philosophy: It’s your
business.
Having this focused team interacting with business
owners to learn about the deals they make, their
business systems, the financial health of their
businesses and other successes and challenges
provides insights into the functioning of all the oncampus businesses. Neither the human factor nor the
technology platform would be as effective without the
other element and the combination produces a result
greater than the sum of the two parts.

The way Lynx is structured keeps
the entrepreneurs in the driving
seat, echoing our philosophy:
It’s your business.

SME ECOSYSTEM
builds bottom lines

It goes without saying that NPC Riversands Incubation Hub
seeks the best value for each Rand of procurement so it is
pleasing to note that in the 10 months since the beginning of
2019, it has spent almost a million rand with on-campus SMEs.
From inception in 2015 to date, the total rises to more than
R7-million.
Because of the diverse nature of the businesses, goods
procured vary from water bottles for conferencing to furniture
and electrical services for facilities as well as numerous printed
items for marketing. In other words, Riversands Incubation
Hub walks its talk about being the go-to platform for small
businesses to accelerate their growth!
While Riversands Incubation Hub tracks SME spend, there is no
formal tracking of the internal economy between businesses,
but the Service Co-ordinators are in regular touch with
entrepreneurs and cited some exciting new developments.
When Timeless Opulence discovered an additional income
stream in the form of providing hired furniture for events,
entrepreneur Cindy Malaza approached another Riversands
Incubation Hub business - Dotty Moments - to partner with her.
The resulting arrangement has been extremely profitable for
both parties since their offerings complement each other.

Photo right: Rowan Mould, Onesisa Mtwa, Lucrecia
Dawson, Reshma Sewraj, Lorraine Maphaha,
Tanille Retief.

For Timeless Opulence, the event business has provided
regular everyday income while her furniture manufacturing has
picked up thanks to the exposure generated during the events.
And it’s been equally beneficial for Dotty Moments, since the
events company regularly provides décor for functions such as

corporate launches and weddings where furniture adds to
the atmosphere.
Belinda Khumalo from Dotty Moments also raves about the
magnificent cakes produced by Baked by Opy which have
boosted her business because clients are so happy with
them.
Azania Events & Media offers branding, printing and
signage within the ecosystem - the name is synonymous
with excellent service delivered as well as friendly advice.
Entrepreneur Alvin Truter says that he numbers practically
all the entrepreneurs on the campus amongst his clients and
has produced window branding, flyers, leaflets, t-shirts, flags
and sign boards for the various businesses. Being a small
business owner himself, he knows about the challenges
that his colleagues on the campus face and will sometimes
recommend a different supplier to them.
Other businesses which frequently benefit from the presence
of the more than 1700 people working in more than 160
businesses on the campus are professional services
companies Otonda Consulting and Brendmo Incorporated;
the two agri-preneurs who produce organic vegetables and
the ladies on the textile programme who produce custommade, environmentally friendly bags.

18
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THE CANVAS

A gem in the Riversands crown
In 2017, the Hub’s conferencing division rebranded to The Canvas Riversands to create a separate, fresh identity to appeal to
event organisers.
The strategy is starting to pay dividends and The Canvas Riversands hosts over 20 events per month. These include
conferences, small exhibitions, graduations and team building amongst others.
The Canvas Riversands is of strategic importance. The venue generates an important revenue stream as well as providing
visibility to the more than 160 small businesses based on campus. We also actively seek to offer event procurement
opportunities with small black-owned businesses in our networks. This includes such things as sound technicians, shuttle
services and corporate branding among others.
The eventing spaces are many and varied. They include a beautiful 480 seater auditorium as well as two smaller 98 seater
lecture halls. There’s also a lush lawn which is ideal for team building and a large-scale outdoor amphitheatre perfect for
market days or family days. In the main building, The Canvas Riversands offers an extensive 350 seater dining area, a 180
seater restaurant and 15 breakaway rooms.
www.thecanvasriversands.co.za

ENTREPRENEURS

GROUP PROJECTS
All activities at Riversands Incubation Hub have SMEs
as the focal point. The dedication and energy of the
on-campus entrepreneurs are an inspiration to everyone
in the team. Here are some of their stories grouped
according to the length of their stay on the campus.

19
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THE CODING GROUND

TEXTILE UPCYCLING PROJECT

empowers students

unlocks regular income for micro entrepreneurs
Photo l-r: Gloria Makhote, Agnes
Malepe and Barbara Moyo. Mavis
Ndou (seated)
There’s a quiet prosperity revolution
happening in Block 2, Unit 4 at
Riversands Incubation Hub, where
13 woman-owned micro textile
businesses are generating sufficient
income from making bags to
transform their lives in meaningful
ways.
Project manager Lise Kuhle entrepreneur behind Eco Smart
Group - has been involved since its
inception in January 2015 when
Coca-Cola South Africa sponsored
the initial set-up.

Driven by a passion to share the knowledge they have gained
in the software coding space, social entrepreneurs Mandla
Magagula, Theo Bohnen and Jason Suttie established The
Coding Ground – a free software craftsmanship academy
- in one of the training rooms at Riversands Incubation
Hub. Bohnen oversees the students on Fridays thanks to an
arrangement with his employers where he serves as chief
technology officer.
The first seven students from Diepsloot and nearby
Olievenhoutbosch have completed the programme and
all are gainfully employed since there is massive market
demand for their scarce Full Stack Javascript skills. One of
the graduates, Moral Jera, works part-time for Suttie while
spending the balance of his hours mentoring the second
cohort of students.
Jera showed an early interest in coding and has been
involved with the social entrepreneurs - initially in the
forerunner of the programme - since 2015. His potential
was identified while he was still at Hoërskool Uitsig in
Centurion and signed up for weekend coding lessons offered
by Bohnen and his friends. After matric and wanting to
improve his life, Jera continued his coding journey through
The Coding Ground. Nowadays he stays up to date with

technical skills by watching YouTube videos and continues
his coding education by signing up for online courses. His
presentation skills were put to the test during the course of
2016 when he agreed to do a presentation at the ‘Javascript
in SA’ event titled “Say no to circumstances”.
Students who apply for The Coding Ground programme
are assessed for aptitude and taken through a boot camp
to evaluate their innate ability to deal with the intricate
curriculum.
The programme is based on sound learning principles to
take advantage of youthful brains and the repetition enabled
by daily attendance and practice. For example, everyone
practises typing every morning and also performs half an
hour of coding katas to ingrain discipline and automate the
processes.
Using this approach has worked well and the students have
reached the stage where they can tackle paid assignments
under the guidance of Bohnen and Magagula.
Since Riversands Incubation Hub’s vision is to grow the
South African economy, it is amazing to have a team
contributing to this in such a positive way.

Fast forward to 2019 and the
project is wholly sustainable for
all concerned. The 13 women are
guaranteed at least R3 000’s worth
of orders from Eco Smart Group each
month, alleviating pressure on their
basic expenses while leaving them sufficient time to build their client bases and grow their businesses.
This year has seen these cheerful women refine their sewing skills and grow their markets in creative ways to steadily increase
their respective incomes.

THE MICRO BUSINESS OWNERS

While Kuhle is out and about, Mavis Ndou from Matodzi Sewing ensures that things run smoothly and acts as the shopkeeper
for sewing supplies such as fabric, webbing, zips, binding and thread; she also serves walk-in customers – while producing her
own bags.
Ndou is a dedicated entrepreneur who spotted an opportunity to share her skills so she created a 15-week sewing programme to
teach other local women which she conducts on Saturdays between 09h00 and 16h00.
When asked how the project has impacted her life, Ndou beams and says that she used to struggle to put food on the table for
her family but happily that’s a thing of the past. She supports six children, four of her own and two of her late cousin’s who live
in Venda.
The entrepreneur behind Kgadi Textile Design, Gloria Makhote, has two channels to market which ensure that her business
flourishes. The first - local - client is based at Olivedale Hospital and provides a steady stream of orders for Makhote’s sturdy bags.
The other is in Limpopo, where she has three people selling school bags and the orders keep coming! No wonder Makhote will
always be found at her sewing machine, smiling as she goes about delivering on her orders.

22
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Established in 2017, Agnes Malepe’s Epelema Designs has improved her life to such an extent that the confidently declares
that she’s 100% better off than previously. Malepe’s secret formula for success is speedy delivery on orders. Her philosophy, “The
faster I deliver, the faster I get more customers”, works extremely well for Malepe and the excellent quality of her work ensures
repeat business through her daughter who sells for her in Diepsloot.
Mahwatshu Designs was set up in 2017 by Barbara Moyo who lives in Diepsloot and supports her daughter and three
grandchildren. She sells bags door-to-door, at parties and at church – or wherever she sees a crowd gathering! Moyo has
commissioned her sister-in-law who lives in Orange Farm as well as her niece in Soweto to act as sales agents for the bags she
produces and reports that her life has vastly improved thanks to a steady income.

ECO SMART GROUP

high impact social entrepreneurship
ENTREPRENEURS

OUR GRADUATES
Unlike other landlords, Riversands Incubation Hub
celebrates SMEs which leave the campus, moving on to
bigger and better things.

Photo: Young Mavericks is a Saturday morning
programme to extend life skills to the next generation.
The club is attended by the children and dependents
of the women on the textile programme.

Since the Textile Upcycling Project is only one of Kuhle’s
activities, she comes to Riversands Incubation Hub on
Wednesdays and Fridays. For the balance of the week, she’s
keeping two additional sites pumping: Germiston, where nine
people manufacture bags and other goods and Victoria Yards,
where six people are producing a new men’s range ‘Tarp &
Twill’ for Eco Smart Group.
This year the energetic entrepreneur launched a youth
programme ‘Young Mavericks’ at Riversands Incubation Hub
for children and dependents of the women on the textile

programme on Saturday mornings. The activities and themes
include active citizenry, health, community, entrepreneurship,
language and life skills taught through creative play.

SAVING THE ENVIRONMENT
Eco Smart Group currently uses more than a ton of recovered
PVC each month. Major materials used in the goods produced
are recycled PVC, recycled plastics (1-5) virgin polypropylene,
recycled PET and upcycled PVC (old marketing banners and
billboards).
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BIG FOOT CAR DETAILING

goes from strength to strength in Melrose Arch

Paying a visit to Big Foot Car Detailing in the business’s new
premises at Melrose Arch is a mind-blowing experience!
The immediate impression is that Riversands Incubation
Hub SME graduate Vishal (Vish) Nair is perfectly poised to
take advantage of the luxury car dealership environment
to grow his business to new heights.

While operating out of Riversands Incubation Hub, Nair ran
his accounts without requesting support from the team.
Now that he’s involved in a JV, he commented that he has
had to become more adult in his approach because there
are monthly management account meetings with all the
executives. The formal controls that have been instituted
facilitate stringent cost controls in the business and allow
Nair to meet the high standards set by his partners.
The new Melrose Arch facility includes a dust-free zone
where paint protection film is installed. The sophisticated
software used by Big Foot Car Detailing allows the team
to design and pre-cut the film for each brand and model
of car. This is a superior system to the more traditional
method of PPF installations, which require the film to be
trimmed on the vehicle, running the risk of damaging the
paintwork the film protects. The software and plotter are
housed in a dedicated area in the new venue; there’s also
a separate wash bay.
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MOLOI & CO ACCOUNTANTS
from Diepsloot to Bryanston via
Riversands Incubation Hub
If the aim of an incubation programme is to grow a
business, then Riversands Incubation Hub deserves
acknowledgement for the support provided to Moloi & Co
Accountants - one of the first businesses on the campus
when it opened in 2014 - because it grew substantially in
the four years it was on the campus.

The newly-constructed custom-built premises represent
a joint venture (JV) between Big Foot Car Detailing and
premium luxury and super car dealership Daytona. The
two parties serve the same market and complement each
other.
The path to Melrose Arch included a 34-month sojourn
at Riversands Incubation Hub, where the formal premises
allowed Nair to land the agency for the Big Foot specialised
polishers used in the high-end premium care offered by
the company. The flexibility of the lease made it easy for
this business owner to rapidly take a second 200m² unit,
where he created a space which measured up to Big
Foot standards. The Italian brand is very specific about
the workshop where its specialised machinery is used.
For example, the walls have to be painted black and the
ratio of the spotlights’ height to the floor area is specified
for maximum brightness. When first launched, Big
Foot polishers fundamentally changed the car detailing
industry by producing a 21mm orbit, much larger than the
maximum of 5mm previously available – hence the name!
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While dealing with high-end luxury vehicles, Nair keeps his feet
firmly on the ground, keeping his operations lean and ensuring
that the whole team is mindful of sticking to set budgets. He
also prefers to promote employees from within his organisation
and has trained and elevated the tea lady to work on cars.
Expansion plans for the JV include opening a branch in Camps
Bay early in 2020.
Commenting on the move, CEO of Riversands Incubation Hub
Jenny Retief said that the story highlights the fact that while
the primary determinant of success is the entrepreneur, it is
exciting that Riversands Incubation Hub has been in a position
to provide one of the key ingredients for the business’s success.

Originally from Diepsloot, entrepreneur accountant
Bigbrain Moloi took full advantage of the formal premises,
which represented a significant upgrade from his previous
office in the township. Clients immediately realised that it
was easy to visit the new office and as occupation on the
campus increased, so too did Moloi & Co. Accountants’
client base, with many SMEs choosing the company to
take care of their accounting and tax requirements.
Moloi & Co. Accountants’ customer base in nearby
Diepsloot has also grown and the entrepreneur cites
the convenience of having access to meeting rooms as
something he will miss in his new office in Bryanston
although the Riversands Incubation Hub team has
undertaken to allow him to continue using the meeting
rooms to ensure continued growth in the business.
The business now has four employees, all trained by Moloi
- a former security guard and then teacher who studied
BCom accounting part time while guarding at night.
Once qualified, he set about building the business from
the ground up part-time before taking the step into fulltime entrepreneurship in 2013. He started his accounting
practice while teaching evening classes at an ABET centre.

The premises enabled me to think
big and establish the business
as a serious player in the luxury
car market. Riversands has
been an enabler for the growth
of my business. I appreciate the
opportunity I’ve had.

This desire to impart knowledge has benefitted his team
because Moloi has been generous with his training.
Thanks to his guidance and support, his team members
are all proficient in dealing with the full range of financial
statements, VAT returns, UIF registration and company
secretarial services, freeing up Moloi to meet clients and
sustainably build the business.
Looking ahead, Moloi affirms that the Riversands
Incubation Hub team has treated him extremely fairly,

...Riversands Incubation
Hub team has treated
him extremely fairly,
extending his lease on more
commercial terms at the end
of three years...
extending his lease on more commercial terms at the end
of three years on the incubation programme and offering a
number of months’ extension on his lease while he sought
new office space suited to his budget and his team’s
transport needs.
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PUBLICITY

for WhyCook

The notion of what defines a cook versus
a chef is an ongoing battle in the culinary
sphere, as we bicker about whether some
“chefs” are in fact cooks who have taken
on the title to solidify the credibility of their
business.

WHY COOK DUO

According to the Oxford Dictionary, the word
‘chef’ is defined as ‘a professional cook,
typically the chief cook in a restaurant or
hotel’.

onward and upward
Riversands Incubation Hub graduates Why Cook took full
advantage of the support services while on the campus and have
now moved to new premises in Bryanston, where they plan on
expanding the business to include a studio where they’ll offer
cooking training and a venue for food photo shoots.
Mathapelo Montsho and Yolanda Nomoyi first joined forces in 2014
to establish Why Cook, a catering company all about home style,
tasty and delicious cooking presented with a modern flair. With a
client list that includes the likes of L’Oréal and Airports Company
South Africa, there’s no question that this dynamic duo is destined
for even greater success as they continue their business journey.
Why Cook focuses on unlimited sized events, corporate meals,
private parties as well as meal plans. The teams approach to
menus is refreshing – they always look for something new to
suit their clients. It’s no secret that the culinary industry is highly
saturated and competitive. To stand out from other catering
companies, Montsho and Nomoyi opted for preparing nutritious
traditional home-cooked-style meals with a modern twist.
Montsho says while there are many similar businesses out there,
they found that the food tends to be monotonous and boring. Why
Cook’s food is quirky and different and brings unusual flavours to
each dish. For example, clients regularly find themselves ordering
black ice cream!
When asked about the team’s exit from Riversands Incubation
Hub, Nomoyi was effusive in her praise for the way it was handled

and appreciative of the smooth transition, even though
there were some unforeseen expenses involved in the shift.
Because of the good relationship – facilitated principally
by the Service Co-ordinator allocated to the business Why Cook will continue to use Riversands Incubation Hub
facilities for meetings when appropriate.
During the almost three years that Montsho and Nomoyi
were at Riversands Incubation Hub, they took full advantage
of 200m² unit where they created a HACCP-accredited
kitchen and grew the business substantially. Apart from
the premises, Why Cook also requested bookkeeping
support to regularise the administrative side of the creative
cooking business. The dedicated finance coach ensured a
favourable third party service provider arrangement and this
relationship with the bookkeeper is ongoing.
The Why Cook entrepreneurs employ seven permanent team
members including a recently-appointed kitchen manager
to ensure that the more than 100 meals a day are healthy,
tasty and delivered to clients on time.
The two hard-working young women are an excellent
example of dedication, determination, enthusiasm and
belief in their cause.

So by this annotation, any cook who is the
head of a kitchen is, in fact, a chef, irrespective
of educational background or practical
experience - be it Pigalle or McDonalds.
I concede that the dining experience at these two restaurants is vastly different, but so should your expectations going in. I
spoke to founders of Why Cook?, a corporate catering and private events company based at the Riversands Incubation Hub in
Midrand, Johannesburg and founded by Mathapelo Montsho (29) and Yolanda Nomoyi (33). We delved into their diverse meal
offerings - and more importantly, the stigma associated with being a chef by profession without culinary qualifications. “When
we started off three years ago, we just had the bare necessities - a working stove and our love for food - but as our clientele
grew we were expected to produce certification to prove our legitimacy,” says Montsho.
“It happens at least once in a while, where someone will say, “So, you’re just a cook?”, but we are self-taught and proud to be
able to compete with our culinary qualified industry peers”, affirms Nomoyi. They have a very strong network and their long list
of clients include corporate giants like ACSA and L’Oreal
When asked if they have ambitions to pursue any culinary qualifications, Montsho and Nomoyi assert that one of the biggest
surprises to them is that, at culinary school, more time is spent attending cost control classes, management classes, nutrition
classes, sanitation classes, menu planning classes, and so forth, that is spent in the kitchen. “We don’t need the ABCs of
cheffing, what we would like is more insight on how to operate a sustainable culinary business on a managerial level”, says
Montsho.
What I will commend is that it’s evident that these ladies cook from the soul. I watched Nomoyi make a chickpea and cauliflower
curry with papadum with what seemed like a hodgepodge of ingredients - with no recipe. It’s understandable. After all, what’s
in a name? Some chefs simply have no experience in the field of food preparation, so a little explanation is in order. A cook,
simply stated, cooks food. Any food. Cooks run the gambit of ability, from a capacity to burn water to creating taste-sensations
that dance across the tongue, but for all that they are quite simply cooks.
At the end of the day, as they say, the proof is in the pudding and it doesn’t matter what your title is, as long as your pudding
is good this passionate amateur will eat with wanton abandon. Visit http://www.whycook.co.za/ if you want them to take the
heat and cook for you!
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infrastructure, now being put in place because of UNIDO
project funding. South Africa was the only country in the region
with these facilities and when neighbouring countries needed
calibration certificates for exports to Europe (for example),
companies like MonCal performed the technical work, since
its certificates are globally recognised.
Countries such as Rwanda, Tanzania and Burkina Faso have
eagerly been using MonCal’s services for their calibration.
Unfortunately, the outbreaks of xenophobic violence in the last
few months caused authorities in Tanzania to cancel a second
trip for calibration services at the biggest National Hospital in
Dar es Salaam.
Now that MonCal is in the fourth year of subsidised premises
(at slightly more commercial terms), Mashamaite has the
challenge of finding appropriate space to grow the business
substantially from the solid base she has created. The nature
of the business dictates that premises should be suitable for
temperature and humidity controls as well as being easily
accessible for clients, suppliers and team members.

MONTECH CALIBRATION SERVICES
Focused, resilient entrepreneur builds her business in
the face of headwinds
Building a professional, sustainable business has required
determination and persistence from entrepreneur Seola
Mashamaite, who established the only black womanowned ISO 17025 SANAS-accredited calibration laboratory
in SA - Montech Calibrations Services (MonCal) - in 2014.
Mashamaite has also trained personnel in this highly
technical field.
When first taking premises at Riversands Incubation Hub
in 2016, the formal address provided the platform for
the accreditation and enabled this entrepreneur to land
progressively bigger contracts. These assignments haven’t
been without challenges! And in the five years of operations,
overcoming obstacles has become part of Mashamaite’s
DNA - but she hasn’t allowed the headwinds to derail her
vision of becoming a serious player in the calibrations
industry.
This year, the company has seen good growth into the
SADC region of Africa and recently into West Africa, where
the majority of countries previously didn’t have calibrations

Growth in the business has come from two sources: increase
in both the number of clients thanks to Google Ads and the
frequency of services delivered. Feedback from clients
indicates that they value notices from MonCal advising that
equipment is due for calibration.
Further growth will come from an extension of services
to include electrical, mass and pressure metrology, which
required Mashamaite to study further - something she and
two of her employees succeeded in accomplishing between
July and September this year.
The future is bright for this hard-working, determined
entrepreneur who has taken advantage of some of the services
offered by Riversands Incubation Hub while being an excellent
example of a self-sufficient, committed businesswoman.
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TIMELESS OPULENCE
Furniture dynamo
spreads her wings

Cindy Malaza is the owner of Timeless Opulence, a
bespoke furniture, event hiring and interior decorating
business which will migrate to Riversands Outlet Park at
the beginning of 2020. In keeping with the sophisticated
Malaza’s effortless style, Timeless Opulence offers
that special touch of class and prides itself on offering
customers a unique and special experience.
Originally from Ermelo, Malaza has crammed a lot of living
into 34 years – starting in high school when she contracted
the rare, Guillain-Barre syndrome. This disorder is where
the body’s immune system attacks the nerves, causing
weakness and paralysis. But even paralysis couldn’t stop
this dynamo. She even ended up teaching herself at home
because she had to miss so much of her schooling due to
being in a wheelchair. The whole experience unleashed
her thirst for knowledge and a desire to live life the fullest.
Malaza’s path to entrepreneurship has been rather
serendipitous. She studied Chemical Engineering, a field
that’s helped her toughen up – a welcome trait in her
entrepreneurial journey – but it ultimately wasn’t for her.
Then one day on a whim, Malaza decided to upholster a
chair, as she wanted it to have a specific look – but had
no idea how to do it! Watching YouTube videos came to
the rescue and she found she loved the whole creative
process, capitalising on an inherent knack for design.
This upholstered chair led to her new path, setting up
Timeless Opulence. She started small, working from her
garage, making bespoke furniture items for friends and
offering an interior decorating service.
Malaza was a huge hit, incredibly – she didn’t market
her services, instead, all her orders came from
recommendations and word of mouth. And thanks to her
gift of the gab (she happily admits she’s a talker who could
sell anything to anyone), her business flourished.
When her burgeoning business outgrew a third venue, she
knew it was time to formalise her offerings. She’d heard
about Riversands Incubation Hub (which had recently
opened) from a friend and soon realised that the location
was perfect for Timeless Opulence. She received the
business mentoring she needed and was commissioned

to manufacture furniture for The Canvas Riversands. Malaza
also learned crucial skills such as accounting, management, and
business banking.
Fully committed to her business venture, she kept pushing and it
paid off. She was approached by a business acquaintance about
a possible collaboration in the event planning space, offering
furniture for hire at events. Malaza was making furniture already
so it wasn’t a stretch to start renting out pieces of furniture. It all
came together very well.
But, before long she decided to end that partnership - as she
thought she preferred working alone – until she met Belinda
Khumalo from Dotty Moments, another on-campus business.
The results speak for themselves: 2019 has been a bumper year
for Timeless Opulence and this dynamic entrepreneur is looking
forward to having a bigger factory in Riversands Outlet Park in
the New Year.

I’ve got a strong personality
and like to do things in my own
time. My partner and I had a few
clashes so I decided to go it alone.
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CORIUM SKINCARE

extends reach in retail market

ENTREPRENEURS

NEW SUCCESS
The flexibility of the premises at Riversands Incubation
Hub means that there are many different industries
represented on the campus.
Persistence and determination are common themes when
entrepreneurs recount their business journeys and these
words form the golden thread running through Corium
Skincare’s founder Vuyisile Zondi’s story as she recounts
details of her quest to conquer the retail market.
This dedicated entrepreneur from KZN had the idea to
launch a natural skincare range in 2014 while studying for
her PDBA at Wits Business School. Her natural curiosity
and interest in beauty led her to research and experiment
with different methods of producing skincare lotions. When
she was happy and the first jars of hand cream rolled out
of her kitchen, up to 15 people a week would pounce on
them (ordering via Twitter!) – making her realise she was
onto a winner.
In July 2106 she expanded her operations and launched
her own online store with her shea butter formulations –
and the e-commerce website www.coriumskincare.co.za
is full of rave reviews about the high quality of the products.
Zondi’s determination enabled her to have the range
included in a number of online stores shortly thereafter
and she soon realised that she had a sustainable business.

Fast forward to Corium Skincare taking premises at
Riversands Incubation Hub in the second quarter of 2019.
A large health and beauty chain had expressed interest in
stocking the full range of items such as body butters, facial
serums and facial masks and this will take the business to
the next level. While this breakthrough has yet to come to
fruition, Truworths’ new boutique store-within-a-flagshipstore, Context - has committed to stocking a limited range
of Corium Skincare products.
It comes as no surprise to hear that this former management
consultant (who specialised in strategy as well as business
improvement initiatives such as turnaround strategies and
operational improvement) has stayed the distance in her
business. Zondi’s background has been put to good use
while she has been shaping her own destiny.
Corium is the Latin word for “the truest skin” since this
describes the brand promise, another indicator of her
philosophy of remaining true to herself and pushing ahead
no matter how difficult the circumstances.
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expands operations at Riversands Incubation Hub

young Eastern Cape
entrepreneur set to bring
indigenous African food
to the table

Life-long associates Nomandla Agnes Magubane and
Amanda Plowman established Amandla Outsourcing at the
end of 2015 when the company where they both worked
closed down. Since then, the staff outsourcing company
has gone from strength to strength to the point where
August 2019’s turnover shattered all previous records.

Teff, roselle, bambara groundnuts and tiger nuts are some
of the indigenous African foods which Local Village Food is
bringing to the local market. Teff is a naturally gluten-free fine
grain identified by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) as one of the
top 50 future foods while roselle is a Hibiscus species native
to West Africa and suited to southern African cultivation.

Meeting Manqele is akin to inhaling a breath of the freshest
air imaginable! She is strategically going about extending her
distribution channels beyond health food stores and building
her influential brand. Her philosophy is outlined in a document
‘The Soul of Local Village Foods’ which demonstrates her
commitment to creating livelihoods through ethical business.
She established the company with the idea of creating a
network of local agri-preneurs to supply sustainably-grown
African ingredients.
Born in the small town of Lusikisiki in the Eastern Cape,
Manqele is acutely aware of the poverty and lack of
opportunity in the region. She expresses disappointment in
the fact that while there is the perfect climate for agriculture,
there is little happening in the area and she plans to bring
sustainable development to her home community.
Earlier this year, the WWF in association with Knorr produced
a report entitled ‘50 foods for healthier people and a healthier
planet’ where Dr Tony Juniper, CBE, Executive Director for
Advocacy, WWF-UK stated, “Most of us might believe it’s
our energy or transport choices that cause the most serious
environmental damage. In fact, it’s our food system that
creates the biggest impact.”
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AMANDLA OUTSOURCING

LOCAL VILLAGE

Young Riversands Incubation Hub entrepreneur Sipamandla
Manqele established Local Village Foods in 2016 at the age
of 25 to start a healthier, more sustainable food system that
connects our diverse humanity and traditions. This dynamic,
driven young woman is determined to create an authentic,
influential Pan-African food brand and has already been
recognised by the Mail & Guardian as one of South Africa’s
Top 200 Young People to Watch in 2019.
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In this context, Manqele is determined to contribute to a
more sustainable way of eating. Five of the 50 foods on
the list – bambara groundnuts, teff, moringa, fonio and
cowpea are part of the Local Village range. Her future plans
include collaborating with local farmers to produce more
of the crops touted as being best for humanity and the
environment.
The range of Local Village Foods is currently available
in health stores around Gauteng while this dynamic
entrepreneur seeks funding for expansion and has listing
discussions with supermarket chains.

The partners achieved this success by starting off modestly,
specialising in providing labour to the warehousing and
distribution industries. This strategy allowed the pair to
bed down all the processes associated with the business
such as formulating recruitment and vetting procedures;
establishing a database of workers and hiring a core team
to deliver on the promise of providing end-to-end staffing
solutions.
Magubane and Plowman work well together because
they complement each other’s strengths: Magubane is
on the road, selling to clients, forming relationships with
companies which sign up for the company’s services and
taking care of operations while Plowman is responsible for

Additional industries now include laundry, retail and
plastic manufacturing. The company also provides HR and
payroll outsourcing; commercial cleaning and is a fully
accredited training provider on different unit standards
aligned to SAQA.
From this solid base, the partners moved to a 200m² unit
at Riversands Incubation Hub to expand the company’s
offering to include specialised accredited training for the
food and related industries. The layout of the unit lent itself
to creating 25 kitchen work stations for the company’s
new division, The Food Education Agency (one of these
set-ups accommodates the facilitator).

The food industry has welcomed the move – as soon as the facility was set up, the team started fielding enquiries to use
it for chef training delivered by clients. As soon as all accreditations have been received, The Food Education Agency will
train in scarce skills such as:

Butcher/block man
(meat processor)

Most of us might believe
it’s our energy or transport
choices that cause the
most serious environmental
damage. In fact, it’s our food
system that creates the
biggest impact.

finance and administration. Staying true to the company’s
commitment to providing excellent service while fulfilling
its promise of allowing clients the freedom to focus on
their core business, Amandla Outsourcing has grown the
range of skilled jobs it fills. These cover cashiers for retail
(for which they receive frequent requests); forklift drivers,
truck drivers and general workers.

Wholesale deli chief
(professional cook)

Confectionery baker

Waiter, bar tender, barista
and table manager

Health and safety, hygiene
and food handling

The team is excited about the possibilities represented by this
expansion and looks forward to growing both divisions within
Amandla Outsourcing.
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IG3N

poised to transform the energy storage industry
While the move to sustainable forms of energy in
South Africa has been slower than most countries, a
Riversands Incubation Hub start-up is poised to meet
the demand for renewable energy storage solutions
which have become increasingly imperative.
IG3N (pronounced “i-gen”) is a lithium battery
assembly and distribution company incorporated in
2018. It was conceived by three shareholders namely,
Tumi Mphahlele, Sydney Phakathi and Jaques Buys,
each with an equal stake in the business, making it
66% black-owned and led.

Lithium-iron batteries are largely maintenance-free and maintain their
efficiency over their full life cycle. They are rechargeable by solar, wind
or grid power and are smaller and more aesthetically pleasing than
traditional batteries.

High tech 3D product
photography on the
Riversands Incubation
Hub campus!

Against this backdrop, Robinson and the team at Photosvr
developed a faster, cheaper system for rapidly capturing
multi-angle photographs of products for digital catalogues
which a recent client commented could very well save the
retail industry.

To date, the barrier to entry for adopting renewable
energy batteries has been prohibitive (think companies
such as Tesla), so from the start, the aim of IG3N has
been to create an accessible energy storage battery
which is more sustainable from an environmental
point of view. This is how the i-Node, IG3N’s first
generation lithium-iron energy storage battery was
conceived.

The market for the lithium-iron batteries such as the i-Node is vast
because they are more cost-effective over the life cycle of the battery.
Upfront costs may be slightly higher (and progressively decreasing) but
they last up to three times longer than the lead-acid alternative.

PHOTOSVR
constantly deliver extra value to clients through the addition of
new features over time.

While working on a number of online and app-based
systems, digital and design consultant turned entrepreneur
Warwick Robinson identified a pressing market need people want more than a single image when investigating
products online. Coupled with this, search engines as
well as ERP systems are driving image recognition. Their
algorithms understand a product better and are able to
identify it more easily if they know what it looks like from
multiple angles (this is referred to as machine learning).

Since they all previously held high-paying corporate
jobs, the first question that springs to mind is why
they would choose to self-fund a start-up? And the
answer is unanimous, “We believe in the future of
renewable energy solutions.”

The i-Node was designed to represent the next generation of smart
batteries for residential, commercial and industrial applications. It
comes standard with built-in intelligence, Bluetooth connectivity and
stable discharge performance and because it was destined for military
applications, it can withstand the most rigorous usage. The technology
enables users of the batteries to determine state of charge not only for the
battery as a whole, but through a cellular phone app, they can determine
the status of each cell in the battery.
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Apart from stationary battery applications, IG3N also
focuses on custom battery solutions for new and
developing markets in the electric mobility space,
including motor vehicles, motorcycles, golf carts,
forklifts, e-bicycles and wheel chairs – for example.
The biggest potential for growth lies in the SADC
region as well as the rest of the African where there
is huge focus on the development of mini and microgrids to close the development gap. Nigeria is also an
important target market for IG3N.

We believe in the future
of renewable energy
solutions.

Photosvr (pronounced photo sphere) uses proprietary
machinery and software which simultaneously lowers the
barrier to entry for clients, while cutting the delivery time
by a factor of four. Essentially this start-up has developed
a quicker, inexpensive solution that beats anything
available in the world in terms of online image resolution
and interactivity.
The company’s strategy does not wholly rely on the
imaging solution as its core offering but rather views it
as an enabler for clients. They have their images captured
rapidly at a highly competitive rate, and thereafter make
use of the Photosvr platform to manage the data. This
offers clients a single source of photo data both in 3D, for
digital display, and multi-angle high resolution for other
applications.
Clients can manage their catalogues and disseminate
the data by url, using Photosvr in much the same way
as they use Youtube to embed video data. This service
delivery platform also offers the company real scalability
as a business, where it can upscale rapidly to cater to
increasing client needs. The proprietary hardware makes
it relatively easy and cost effective to add capacity, and
building everything around the platform means that it can

Photosvr is the 3D product-photo service that transforms the
way products are presented digitally:
• the offering is an interactive, 3D view of the product;
• this offers consumers better understanding, and clients higher
online sales rates;
• in delivering the 3D view, Photosvr also offers customers high
resolution photo-data for use in other applications, with a cost
per image at a fraction of static photography;
• an admin interface enables clients to manage their imagery,
and distribute them via unique urls to their own sites or to
other retailers;
• it also sets the basis for future opportunities in virtual reality
and machine learning, with a focus on “future-proofing” online
retail businesses.
The concept was incubated through The Innovation Hub and
launched publicly in July 2019; it is currently operating out of
Riversands Incubation Hub and servicing customers in the
Gauteng region. Anyone with products that need to be displayed
digitally is a potential client, and the company has worked hard to
lower the barriers to entry and make the service accessible to all
sizes of businesses. Photosvr is a service delivery platform that
no one else in the world is currently able to offer, and certainly not
at the pricing. Learn more at www.photosvr.net and view some
Demo Svrs on www.photosvr.net/demo.
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AMBESHA AFRICA
ENTREPRENEURS

ESTABLISHED
There’s nothing better than a thriving business which
satisfies a market need and delivers on its promise.

increases production
capacity to cope with
high demand
Trudy Mkansi is a woman on a mission to build Ambesha
Africa - her outdoor furniture business - into a serious
player in the home market. She took premises at Riversands
Incubation Hub to have a showroom in a secure complex but
it took her a couple of months to become established because
the furniture was so popular, all the stock kept being sold!
After eight months in a 50m² unit, market demand dictated
that she extend her production capacity and she moved to
one of the large 200m² mini-factories where she installed a
new cane extruding machine which uses plastic pellets as the
raw material. The purchase of this machine has substantially
increased her production capacity.
Mkansi’s business makes outdoor furniture according to
customer specifications. She first started weaving at age six
with her grandmother, who taught her to make mats. It wasn’t
long before she realised that it was also possible to weave
baskets and an older Pedi man taught her the necessary
skills. Mkansi’s passion for her business is tangible. When
asked why she chose to make outdoor furniture, she says
that she wanted to use her knowledge of weaving while
producing something visible and useful.
This bubbly entrepreneur has taken full advantage of the
suite of services available to her from the team at Riversands
Incubation Hub. She is particularly appreciative of the
dedicated financial coach’s advice to increase her Facebook
advertising spend because it is extremely effective and

results in immediate enquiries. A post on the the Riversands
Incubation Hub’s Facebook page has led to a meeting with a
large retailer eager to diversify its supply chain.
Apart from the ‘hard’ services, Mkansi quotes the advice
from her service co-ordinator as one of the advantages of
being in her unit as well as comments from the CEO on the
best way to deal with large retail customers. She has also
taken advantage of the Sage training offered to SMEs since
she fully realises the importance of maintaining records; she
also understands that while she may hire an administration
assistant eventually, it is critical that she has insight into the
numbers and processes presented in the accounts.
When the Ambesha Africa team delivers an order, clients are
eager for her to post photographs of the outdoor furniture on
her Facebook page. Of course she obliges and that usually
leads to an additional order or two.
With a total team of eight people including herself, Mkansi is
poised to grow her business beyond Riversands Incubation
Hub.
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ORGANIC MATTERS
intent on saving the
environment

AZANIA MEDIA & EVENTS
values the ecosystem

Customer complaints are an excellent source of feedback
and have proved to be the catalyst for business growth.
This is according to Alvin Truter, entrepreneur behind
Azania Media & Events, who cites the vibrant ecosystem at
Riversands Incubation Hub as one of the main advantages of
the subsidised premises.
When pressed to reflect on his time in his unit, he realised
that the business has benefitted in a number of other ways
as well:
• After setting up formal bookkeeping, the dedicated
financial coach teed him up with another SME to do his
monthly management accounts, starting a relationship
which has flourished;
• When Azania Media & Events received its biggest order
since it started trading (from yet another SME), the
entrepreneur was rapidly able to take additional space
thanks to the SME-friendly, flexible lease;

• Access to CEO Jenny Retief’s business wisdom during a
mentoring session when she encouraged to take risks;
• The suite of services from which to choose without any
pressure from Riversands Incubation Hub team members.
Taking these points into account, Truter remains adamant
that the most important thing for Azania Media & Events is
the interaction between the businesses on the campus.
Feedback from SME customers has allowed him to offer
quicker turnaround times and better quality at a lower price.

Partners Siyabulela Sigcau and Mandy Collins came to
Riversands Incubation Hub to start their business in 2018 after
being in the waste industry for many years and identifying a
gap in the market. Organic Matters specialises in clearing and
cleaning the fat traps found in restaurants, shopping centres
and office blocks. The company also pumps septic tanks in
areas such as Kyalami, where there is no connection to the
sewer line.
Since it was established, Organic Matters has been growing
exponentially - thanks in part to its location in Riversands
Incubation Hub, which is close to Northern Farms sewage
works - the most appropriate dumping place for sewerage
removed from sewer sumps.
The Organic Matters team has grown to 12 since the
business started and the fleet now consists of five vehicles:
•
•
•
•

One 14t truck
One 8t truck
Two 3t trucks
One light delivery vehicle

The vacuum tanker trucks are custom built locally and the 3t
version can be taken into the basement of a shopping centre
where grease traps and sewage sumps are usually located.
Organic Matters also provides odour control systems for
waste areas in shopping centres all across Gauteng. And

many restaurants take advantage of the dosing systems
offered by the company which break down fat with locally
formulated and produced enzymes.
The directors take their role in preserving the environment
extremely seriously and see each interaction with a client as
an opportunity to educate them on the correct disposal of
waste fats. It’s illegal to throw waste fat down storm water
drains since it blocks the pipes.
Another benefit of the company’s location is its proximity to
Diepsloot, where all employees live and which speaks to one
of the primary motivators for the establishment of Riversands
Incubation Hub – creating job opportunities for Diepsloot
residents!
Looking ahead, Organic Matters is set to take larger premises
and buy additional vehicles. Each day sees new enquiries for
its services based on satisfied clients who recommend the
team.
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PUBLICITY
goes viral

Realising that LocTransie was a brilliant idea, the Riversands Incubation Hub marketing team wrote a press release and publicity
went viral! More than R2-million’s worth of publicity was generated over the period of three months. Morabi recently won the
Best Woman in STEM Solution Award for the best app developed by women in the fields of science, technology, engineering and
mathematics in the MTN App of the Year awards.

GININI CONSULTING
Riversands
entrepreneur expands
into 4IR territory

A mad dash to the school to find a missing child when the
driver wasn’t answering his phone inspired entrepreneur
Tshidi Morabi to create LocTransie. This newly-launched
mobile app allows parents to track the scholar transport
vehicle in real time and provides SMS notifications at various
points in the journey. Morabi is a Riversands entrepreneur
and has diversified her IT business consulting and advisory
company, Ginini Consulting, to include software development.
The name LocTransie comes from Loc for “locate” and Transie
for “transport” in township slang. Through a user-friendly
interface on a smartphone or tablet, the app keeps parents
directly informed of delays or route diversions whilst allowing
the driver to privately notify parents of emergency events
through customised push notifications. The app reduces the
risk of swopping of children from one transport company to
an unknown third party without the parent’s knowledge. The
platform also provides the parents with scholar transport
price comparison within the neighbourhood or district.
With a BCom in Informatics and a post-graduate diploma
in Risk Management, Morabi is enthusiastic about the

opportunities presented by the new wave of technology
currently underway. A further Ginini Consulting initiative is a
shared e-commerce platform for SMEs to list products for a
small fee while enjoying the benefits of secure payments and
online access to markets.
For software development assignments, clients buy credits
before work begins. Feedback from the market indicates
that this is an extremely fair way of billing and the system
has been well received. Ginini Consulting also offers app
development for customers.
The LocTransie app will occupy Morabi and her team’s time
for the foreseeable future since it has the potential to create a
sustainable advertising revenue stream for the business. She
is actively canvassing scholar transport companies to sign up
and provide this service to their customers.
The app was developed locally in line with Morabi’s
commitment to supporting local talent and developing the
South African software development industry. Word on the
street is that many local entrepreneurs have been burnt by
creating an app cheaply in abroad, only to find it impossible
to refine or update the product once it has been launched.
An extensive publicity campaign for LocTransie initially
facilitated by the Riversands Incubation Hub and subsequently
going viral on the airwaves has ensured a positive environment
in which to persuade parents, schools and transport drivers
to adopt the app.

JOHANNESBURG - A Thembisa -born BCom Informatics graduate has developed an app
to help parents and schools to track scholar transport vehicle in real time.
Tshidi Morabi developed LocTransie to provide parents and schools with SMS notifications
of their children’s journey to and from school. Morabi, who has more than 20-years
worth of experience in the IT sector said she developed the app out of frustration of not
knowing the whereabouts of her children when transported from home to school and
back.
“I chose to develop this app to offer parents peace of mind,”she says. “I identified a
niche in the market that needed immediate action.” LocTransie also allows schools to
tick-off when children arrive or depart. The school transport industry in South Africa
is huge and estimated to be worth billions of rands. However, it is often characterised
by overloading and accidents. Morabi says she opted for LocTransie for “locate” and
Transie for “transport” in South African township slang.
The app was developed under her own company, Ginini Consulting, an IT business consulting and advisory company she founded in 2014. Among
Ginini clients are accounting firm SekelaXabiso, City of Ekurhuleni, Sage, Institute of Risk Management SA and National Lotteries Commission.
“Ginini Consulting will be global brand,” Morabi says. Morabi saus LocTransie is growing and now expanding to neighbouring Botswana. Morabi
says thousands of parents rush from one school to the next to find a missing child when the drivers do not answer their phones.
She says through a smartphone or tablet, the app keeps parents directly informed of delays or route diversions whilst allowing the driver to privately
notify them of emergency events through customised push notifications. It also minimises the risk of children being swapped without the parent’s
knowledge and provides certainty for their whereabouts and safety. For schools, the app allows for a signing-in and signing-out of children.
However, Morabi says the development was not easy. “The launch of the app was delayed by a number of weeks to allow the school component
to be included. This was based on extensive discussions with schools who wanted to be involved and ‘tick off’ when students arrive or exit their
care,” says Morabi. Morabi explains why she used local talent to develop the app. “Many local entrepreneurs have been burnt by creating an app
very cheaply overseas in India or Bangladesh, only to find it impossible to refine or update the product once it has been launched,” Morabi says.
Morabi is actively canvassing scholar transport companies to sign up and provide this service to their customers. “This is a low-cost solution that
is compelling to potential customers. Many scholar transport companies don’t have websites and they will benefit from the increased visibility that
will come through being listed on the in-app directory,” says Morabi. She says she values user friendly and quality solutions for clients. Morabi is
a serial entrepreneur who simply will not give up.
Full article: https://www.iol.co.za/business-report/entrepreneurs/local-app-lets-you-know-the-whereabouts-of-your-child-34216330
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HEARD

innovative entreprenuer
has big ambitions!

around campus

Walter Ledwaba brought his innovative Meat Hamper
business to Riversands Incubation Hub in March 2018
having tested the market for two years prior to that date.
And he didn’t come up with the formula in a vacuum!
Ledwaba has been an entrepreneur since 2005; in 2013
he started in the meat industry by running a feed lot near
Brits in North West.
During the feed lot era, he established deep relationships
with the many farmers in the area – relationships that he
continues to nurture to this day, citing them as the basis
for his success.
The idea behind Meat Hampers arose when Ledwaba
realised that township families need vast quantities of
meat for weddings, funerals and other events. Using his
relationships, he made arrangements to source meat
packages in bulk and presented them in different sized
hampers suitable for gatherings. Well-documented
processes ensure that all meat is hygienically handled and
delivered to the customer fresh and ready to cook.
When asked why Riversands Incubation Hub is such a
good place to base his business, Ledwaba says that it’s
important to him that he feels safe when working until the
wee hours of the morning and the security for the campus
is reassuring.
The structure and layout of the 200m² premises made
it straightforward when it came to constructing the
refrigeration as well as the processing and packaging area.
It was also relatively simple to receive HACCP certification.
The professional base has also provided him with the
freedom to come up with new ideas – and he has more
than one of those brewing…
Ledwaba was born with a spina bifida and spent
approximately two years as a patient at Baragwanath.
When his mum went to visit him, she would never find
him in his bed because he’s hyperactive – a characteristic
that has stood him in good stead for his entrepreneurial
journey. When he was finally discharged, doctors predicted
that he wouldn’t reach adulthood but he proudly proclaims
that he’s now 42 and going strong.

Patrick and Lya Mrasi, Earthstone
Engineering
I definitely love Riversands. Here are some of the
reasons why:
Clearly no stranger to adversity, Ledwaba has a clear vision
of empowering others while scaling his business. He has
a well-defined strategy to create a network of distributors
in the different sections of townships which he has called
Basadi. It’ll create opportunities for unemployed women to
earn decent money and create jobs in the satellite offices
he’ll establish to run the different networks. This will be
launched before the end of 2019.
Meat Hampers has eight team members and when there is
too much work for them to handle, Ledwaba rolls up his own
sleeves, dons a hair net and swings into action to help them.
This entrepreneur’s eyes light up when he explains his
business journey as well as his future plans. No doubt it’s
because he overcame hardship at a young age and found a
calling in the food industry. He also has another passion: he’s
a music DJ in his spare time to keep himself sane.

1. The convenience of having a service co-ordinator
who is always willing to assist us with anything
from financial support to business administration
support.
2. The rental is affordable for SMEs.
3. The direct access to CEO Jenny Retief to assist
and advise on any business matter and her
leadership and mentorship is reassuring.
4. The advice we receive in the newsletter is
priceless, especially from Gugu, who helps
us navigate the tough terrain of being an
entrepreneur.
5. The various Riversands social media platforms
give SMEs at the Hub great exposure.
6. Being at Riversands is like being a part of a
community of like-minded people who want the
best for you.

Theophilus Netshivhodza, Khavho Consulting
We receive unbelievable support from Riversands
Incubation Hub. My administrator has attended
Microsoft Word and Excel training free of charge and
I’ve been able to grow my business thanks to the
subsidised rent on my premises.

Mpho Mohaswa, Precious and Pearl
Having formal premises for my ginger beer business
has given me a solid base to grow my network of
resellers and number of retail outlets stocking my
products.
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ARTIST’S IMPRESSIONS

RIVERSANDS COMMERCIAL PARK
development boosts the area
Construction on Phase I of Riversands Outlet Park, part of
Riversands Commercial Park, is nearing completion with
the new tenant mix looking good! Fifty percent of the space
has been let and among the tenants are two Riversands
Incubation Hub success stories - Timeless Opulence and
Matiko Holdings will both graduate and relocate to the
Outlet Park in 2020.
Clients have remarked that the practical layout and
architecture are both extremely appealing, knowing that the
environment will build their brands and ensure operations
run smoothly. Since it’s equidistant from Johannesburg and
Pretoria, this is an excellent location for businesses.
Spaces in Riversands Outlet Park range in size from 360m²
to 880m² in the current phase, with more buildings coming
on stream at a later date which can be designed and built
according to customer specifications.
Bespoke security software for the complex marries
biometric (fingerprint) information to the registration plate
of the vehicle during working hours 07h00 – 19h00. This
ensures smooth access for customers visiting showrooms
while tracking all visitors. Guards patrol regularly and
tenants have access to 24-hour armed response.

Businesses in Riversands Outlet Park will have easy access
to the more than 160 SMEs based at nearby Riversands
Incubation Hub to diversify their supply chains and take
advantage of nimble entrepreneurs’ attitudes.

THE PARKS@RIVERSANDS
The first residents in the lifestyle apartments close to
Riversands Incubation Hub are living in the units and
enjoying the communal facilities. The units are airy and
spacious while the estate offers numerous communal
activities to tenants including events such as star gazing
with an astronomer and communal braais. The estate’s
clubhouse will open at the beginning of December 2019 in
time for the holiday season.
Tenants have easy access to fun public events such as
the drone racing league hosted at The Canvas Riversands
across the road.
The broader ecosystem is steadily maturing and this is an
exciting time for people living and working in the area.
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SABC News (English)
On Point

heightens awareness

21 August 2019 World Entrepreneurs’ Day

Extensive external publicity generated this year has created a wider awareness of the activities undertaken at Riversands
Incubation Hub.

Reported live from Riversands
Incubation Hub
Interviewed entrepreneurs Vuyi Zondi:
Corium Skin Care; Itumeleng Mphahlele:
IG3N

Classic Business with Michael Avery
26 August 2019

SME feature: How SMEs can bulletproof themselves
against the downturn in the economy

Listen to the podcast here: https://iono.
fm/e/736967

“We live in a time of low trust: poor trust in politicians
and poor trust in business leaders,” says Jenny Retief,
chief executive of Riversands Incubation Hub. “It’s not
surprising that PPPs are viewed with some scepticism,
but this should not be the case as a new era of dialogue
between government and business leaders is essential
if we are to thrive as a nation.”
Riversands is another PPP success story. It was built
in the belief that PPPs can deliver tangible results. A
partnership between Century Property Developments
and the national treasury’s The Jobs Fund, it started in
2015 and is now home to 157 businesses. It has created
more than 1 000 permanent and 2 000 temporary jobs.
The organisation offers highly subsidised and affordable
office and manufacturing spaces to entrepreneurs,
giving them the ability to scale on a month’s notice while
gaining access to excellent facilities and networking
opportunities. The structure of the leasing and the costs
are designed to de-risk entrepreneurship, and it has
allowed businesses to grow steadily as a result.
Full article: https://mg.co.za/article/2019-07-26-00-the-successof-the-public-private-partnership

Full article: https://www.fin24.com/Finweek/Featured/businesshubs-finding-the-right-fit-for-growth-20191001
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